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The findings in this report reflect careful analysis of legitimate news reports, aggregating various news articles. 

Part i; a brief history of Haiti 

Did you ever wonder exactly why Haiti is the poorest nation in the Western hemisphere? In the midst of the French 
Revolution (1789–1799), slaves and free people of colour revolted in the Haitian Revolution (1791–1804), culminating in the 
abolition of slavery and the defeat of Napoleon Bonaparte's army at the Battle of Vertières. Afterward the sovereign nation of Haiti 
was established on 1 January 1804 – the first independent nation of Latin America and the Caribbean, the second republic in the 
Americas, the only nation in the western hemisphere to have defeated three European superpowers (Britain, France and Spain), 
and the only nation in the world established as a result of a successful slave revolt.[18][19]  

Quite a long time later, the Emancipation Proclamation, was a presidential proclamation and executive order issued by 
President Abraham Lincoln on January 1, 1863. In fact, in the book entitled “Haiti's Influence on Antebellum America: Slumbering 
Volcano in the Caribbean”, Albert N. Hunt writes, “While [Haitian] slaves’ successfully overthrowing a white government made an 
indelible impression upon southern whites, the Haitian example was not lost on American blacks, free or slave. To evaluate an 
intangible such as pride is difficult, but American blacks constantly cited the Haitian republic as an indication of the potentialities of 
black people. Haiti became a primary symbol for those blacks who were striving to counter the argument that free blacks were 
incapable of sustaining civilization outside the confines of slavery.” 

Haiti’s legacy of debt (and the reason for its poverty) began shortly after gaining independence from France in 1804. In 
1825, France, with warships at the ready, demanded Haiti compensate France for its loss of men and slave colony. In exchange 
for French recognition of Haiti as a sovereign republic, France demanded payment of 150 million francs (modern equivalent of  
$21 billion).[1] In 1838, France agreed to reduce the debt to 90 million francs to be paid over a period of 30 years to compensate 
former plantation owners who had lost their property [2]  

The transfer of wealth from Haiti to the French government and from Haiti to the various banks that financed the 
Independence Debt is well established. Detailed claims, submitted by former slave owners for compensation, including the 
monetary value of the “lost” slaves, and which formed the basis for the French government’s demands have been documented.  

Part ii; the modern war on the “symbol” for black liberation 

In January 2015 a group of Haitians surrounded the New York offices of the Clinton Foundation. They chanted slogans, 
accusing Bill and Hillary Clinton of having robbed them of “billions of dollars.” (http://www.nationalreview.com/article/437883/hillarys-
america-secret-history-democratic-party-dinesh-dsouza-clinton-foundation)      

The devastating effect of the earthquake on a very poor nation provoked worldwide concern and inspired an outpouring of 
aid money intended to rebuild Haiti. Countries around the world, as well as private and philanthropic groups such as the Red Cross 
and the Salvation Army, provided some $10.5 billion in aid, with $3.9 billion of it coming from the United States. Haitians such as 
Andre, however, noticed that very little of this aid money actually got to poor people in Haiti.  

Some projects championed by the Clintons, such as the building of industrial parks and posh hotels, cost a great deal of 
money and offered scarce benefits to the truly needy. Port-au-Prince was supposed to be rebuilt; it was never rebuilt. Projects 
aimed at creating jobs proved to be bitter disappointments. Haitian unemployment remained high, largely undented by the funds 
that were supposed to pour into the country. Famine and illness continued to devastate the island nation. The Haitians were initially 
sympathetic to the Clintons. One may say they believed in the message of “hope and change.” 

A year before Bill Clinton was elected president, Jean-Bertrand Aristide became Haiti's first democratically elected 
president.[1][2] François Duvalier also known as Papa Doc, was the President of Haiti from 1957 to 1971.[3] He was elected president 
in 1957 and his rule resulted in the murder of 30,000 to 60,000 Haitians and the exile of many more.[3] Jean-Claude Duvalier or 
“Baby Doc” was the President of Haiti from 1971 until his overthrow by a popular uprising in 1986. Relations with the United States 
improved after Duvalier's ascension to the presidency, and later deteriorated under the Carter administration, only to again improve 
under Ronald Reagan due to the strong anti-communist stance of the Duvaliers.[4] Rebellion against the Duvalier regime broke out 
in 1985 and Baby Doc fled to France in 1986 on a U.S. Air Force craft. 

Aristide won the Haitian general election between 1990 and 1991, with 67% of the vote and was briefly president of Haiti, 
until a September 1991 military coup. The coup regime collapsed in 1994 under US (Bill Clinton) pressure and threat of force 
(Operation Uphold Democracy). Aristide was then president again from 1994 to 1996 and from 2001 to 2004. However, Aristide was 
ousted again in a 2004 coup d'état, under George W. Bush’s administration, in which one of his former soldiers participated.  

Aristide, the then President of Haiti, accused the United States (George W. Bush) of orchestrating the coup d'état 
against him with support from Jamaican prime minister P. J. Patterson, among others.[5] Aristide was later forced into exile in 
the Central African Republic[5] and South Africa. At Mulet’s request, UN secretary general Kofi Annan urged South Africa’s president 
Thabo Mbeki "to ensure that Aristide remained in South Africa".[67] US ambassador James Foley wrote in a confidential 22 
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March 2005 cable that an August 2004 poll "showed that Aristide was still the only figure in Haiti with a favorability rating above 
50%”.[68] On January 2005 USA pressuring South Africa to hold Aristide, or face the loss of potential UN Security Council seat. A 
June 2005 cable states: "the GOB (Government of Brazil) officials made clear continued Brazilian resolve to keep Aristide from 
returning to the country or exerting political influence. The GOB had been encouraged by recent South African Government 
commitments to Brazil that the GSA (Government of South Africa) would not allow Aristide to use his exile there to undertake 
political efforts.”[85]  

In 2008: On Preval's fear Aristide would return to Haiti via Venezuela (Hugo Chavez) the then sitting Haitian President 
René Préval made reference to these rumors, telling the ambassador that he did not want Aristide "anywhere in the hemisphere". 
Subsequent to that, he remarked that he was concerned that Aristide would accept the Chávez offer but deflected any discussion of 
whether Préval himself was prepared to raise the matter with Chávez.[86]  

After Aristide, and when the first-round results for the new presidential election were disputed, international donors 
arranged for an evaluation by the Organization of American States, which pronounced that pro-coup candidate Michel “Sweet 
Micky” Martelly, 50, a former konpa musician, should face another neo-Duvalierist candidate, Mirlande Manigat, in the final round. 
Martelly emerged as the victor in the runoff. Less than 23 percent of Haiti’s registered voters had their vote counted in either of the 
two presidential rounds, the lowest electoral participation rate in the hemisphere since 1945, according to the Washington-
based Center for Economic and Policy Research. Furthermore, the second round was illegal because the eight-member CEP 
could never muster the five votes necessary to ratify the first-round results. The December 2009 election donor meeting took place 
just over a month before the January 12, 2010, earthquake, which derailed the elections originally planned for February 28, 2010.  

In 2010, Haiti faced the triple whammy of an apocalyptic earthquake, a cholera epidemic courtesy of the United 
Nations, and an election cover-up orchestrated while a good portion of the population was still homeless. Three-hundred-and-
seven emails would barely cover it. 
(http://www.huffingtonpost.com/georgianne-nienaber/what-are-we-missing-about_b_8130026.html) 

When the polling was rescheduled, there was even more at stake, primarily how billions of dollars in pledged earthquake 
aid would be spent and the future of the 11,500-strong UN military force that has occupied Haiti since the 2004 coup d’etat. 
According to the December 4, 2009, cable, US officials pushed hard for the election. Ambassador Merten urged a minimal donor 
reaction to the FL’s exclusion, saying they should just “hold a joint press conference to announce donor support for the elections and 
to call publicly for transparency,” because “without donor support, the electoral timetable risks slipping dangerously, threatening a 
timely presidential succession. 

At a December 1, 2009, meeting, a group of international election donors, including ambassadors from Brazil, Canada, 
Spain and the United States, concluded that “the international community has too much invested in Haiti’s democracy to walk 
away from the upcoming elections, despite its imperfections,” in the words of the EU representative, according to US Ambassador 
Kenneth Merten’s December 2009 cable. 
(https://www.thenation.com/article/wikileaks-haiti-cable-depicts-fraudulent-haiti-election/)  

Haiti’s electoral body, the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP), banned the Fanmi Lavalas (FL) from participating in the 
polls on a technicality. The FL is the party of then-exiled former President Jean-Bertrand Aristide, who was overthrown on 
February 29, 2004, and flown to Africa as part of a coup d’état that was supported by France, Canada, and the United States.  

Despite the Lavalas exclusion, the European Union and Canada proposed that donors “help level the playing field”—
they could, for instance, “purchase radio air time for opposition politicians to plug their candidacies.” They were presumably 
referring to “opposition candidates” who would come from parties other than the FL. That plan was nixed by the United Nations, but 
when the elections finally did take place on November 28, 2010, followed by a runoff on March 20, 2011, Washington (Barack 
Obama) and the international donor community played an influential role in determining their outcome. His cable was classified 
“Confidential” and “NOFORN,” meaning “Not for release to foreign nationals.” The US State Department declined to comment on the 
disclosures in this article, citing a policy against commenting on releases of documents that purport to contain classified 
information. Merten explained in the cable that he had opposed FL’s exclusion because the party would come out looking “like a 
martyr and Haitians will believe (correctly) that Preval is manipulating the election.” The election’s low turnout has been 
ascribed to Haitians’ sense of futility in the choice between two unappealing candidates, to a grassroots boycott campaign and, 
primarily, to popular dismay over the FL’s exclusion, the very issue that gave rise to the December 2009 meeting. 

According to Ricardo Seitenfus in his book, International Crossroads and Failures in Haiti (L`echec de l`aide internationale 
a Haiti: Dilemmes et egarements), in April 2009, the State Department, under the leadership of Hillary Clinton, “had decided to 
completely change the U.S. cooperation strategy with Haiti.” In case you don’t know, Seitenfus was fired from his OAS position in 
December 2010 for telling the truth to the Swiss newspaper Le Temps about Cholera, NGOs, and a rigged election. His tell-all 
book lays out a doctrine of intervention. 

    “…Apparently tired with the lack of concrete results, Hillary connected the actions of her government to the smart power 
doctrine proposed by the Clinton Foundation. From that moment on, the solutions would be based solely on evidence. The idea, 
according to Cheryl Mills, Hillary’s Chief of Staff, was that if we’re putting in the assistance, we need to know what the outcomes are 
going to be.” See also “How the World Failed Haiti.”  

Now, connect Cheryl Mills’ Haiti Doctrine of orchestrated outcomes with a June 16, 2009 Wiki-Leaks cable, 
“Deconstructing Preval.”  

“…Managing Preval will remain challenging during the remainder of his term yet doing so is key to our success and that 
of Haiti.”  

The January 2010 earthquake became the “long-awaited opportunity to test this new policy,” Seitenfus says. Most of 
the emails discuss the earthquake, and a few mention the emerging cholera epidemic. Two of the “cholera” emails discuss Sarah 
Palin’s upcoming visit to Haiti, one is an AP report about “Cholera fears sparking an anti-clinic protest in Haiti,” sent via Huma 
Abedin to Hillary, another is a Reuters report quoting President Rene Preval confirming the outbreak and, one is a press highlight 
detailing Nepal’s denial that Nepalese soldiers introduced cholera into Haiti by routing raw sewage into the Mirebalais River. 

Can it be that only five emails mentioned cholera in the initial stages of an epidemic that would eventually kill 8,972 
people and sicken 745,588 since October 2010 (July 2015 numbers). The lack of emails discussing the November 2010 elections 
is noteworthy. The search parameter “Martelly” returns one result. An email from Cheryl Mills to Hillary Clinton includes an 
overnight brief from December 8, 2010. Announced results conflicted with the EU-backed National Observation Council’s 



preliminary reports that Michel Martelly led government-backed candidate Jude Celestin in the vote, media report. Embassy Portau-
Prince reports civil society representatives took care in announcing early findings, but the information was reported locally as hard 
fact. The same email thread has Cheryl Mills providing the unacceptable Haitian CEP results to Hillary. These results would 
soon change. 

    “…This is the statement we released late last night. Election results order Manigault, Celestin, Martielly. May be good to have Tom 
Adams give you a quick update today.” 

The original State Department “announced results” were compiled by the CEP, the Haitian Haiti’s Provisional Electoral 
Council (CEP). They had Jude Celestin in the runoff and Martelly was out of the next round. The international observers (CNO) 
came up with a different outcome. An analysis and timeline can be found here at the Center for Economic and Policy Research 
(CEPR) website. In a heavily redacted email (Case No. F-2014-20439 Doc No. C05777664) on Tuesday December 7, 2010, Cheryl 
Mills instructs a staffer to “print the traffic” on a draft embassy statement that discusses something the “tabulation center” did not 
show. The final draft email of the embassy statement (Case No. F-2014-20439 Doc No. C05777696), from Cheryl Mills to Hillary, 
had all the necessary diplomatic ducks in a row to get Martelly into the runoff.  

“Like others, the Government of the United States is concerned by the Provisional Electoral Council’s announcement of 
results from the November 28 national elections that are inconsistent with the published results of the National Election Observation 
Council (CNO)” The “tabulations” of the CEP, tabulations that the State Department announced, were now officially thrown into 
question. OAS Ambassador Seitenfus has an explosive charge. 

    “…The will of the Haitian voter, however, was irrelevant. In this plot, the CNO played a central role in the strategy of electoral 
sabotage implemented by the international community in the November 2010 elections in Haiti. Choosing the CNO was not 
because of its expertise, since it had none. In fact, the Council is a union of various purportedly civil society organizations, which in 
reality form an array of opposition to the government.”  

In an article published in the Haiti Sentinel, an article that has since been scrubbed from the Internet except in cached 
form, CEP President Pierre Louis Opont says “that as director general he gave the official recount results to the international 
observers. He says that Cheryl Mills, the Chief of State for Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, and the observers from the 
Organization of American States then gave results different than what were passed to them.” The American press has not yet 
investigated this claim. The end result was that musician Michel Martelly was declared president-elect after receiving the votes of 
less than 17 percent of the electorate in the March 2011 second round.  

Is it fair to pin all of the blame on Hillary Rodham Clinton when secrecy, duplicity and arrogance have been part of the 
U.S. policy toward Haiti at least since December 17, 1914 when Citigroup (now Citibank) stole Haiti’s gold reserves? In that year, 
U.S. Marines descended upon Haiti to transport a half million dollars in gold to the Wall Street vaults of the National City Bank of 
New York. And we’ve hardly seen anything yet. Or maybe, we have seen it all before.  

The following quote is taken from Senate hearings that took place from October 4 to November 16, 1921. The 
Government Printing Office published the official record of the proceedings. 

“…From 1804 to 1915 Haiti was a sovereign state under a republican form of government. She won her independence 
from France in 1804. She was deprived of it in 1915 by the United States. Since then we have been in virtual control of her 
territory, our marines have been in military occupation of the country, and the former republic has been stripped by us of every 
vestige of her sovereignty.” 

There is no beginning and no end to the continuing rape of Haiti by just about everyone. Note: The Haitian Lawyers 
Leadership Network (HLLN) provided valuable tips and leads which have been vetted in this post. 

Cheryl Mills implicated Hillary Clinton specifically in the rigged election of Haiti.  
 As the New York Times published in March of 2016, in an article entitled, “High Hopes for Hillary Clinton, Then 
Disappointment in Haiti”, it states, “Mr. Martelly was third in initial voting, but the Organization of American States 
believed that the man who was second, Mr. Préval’s pick, had benefited from vote fraud. 
The night of the runoff, which Mr. Martelly won, Mrs. Clinton’s chief of staff, Cheryl D. Mills, wrote a congratulatory 
note to top American diplomats in Haiti. “You do great elections,” Ms. Mills wrote in a message released by the State 
Department among a batch of Mrs. Clinton’s emails. She wrote that she would buy dinner the next time she visited: 
“We can discuss how the counting is going! Just kidding. Kinda. :)”  
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/15/us/politics/hillary-clinton-haiti.html?_r=1 
Ms. Mills’s email may have been intended as tongue in cheek, but it has fed a suspicion among Haitians, if lacking in 
proof, that the United States rigged the election to install a puppet president.  
(http://www.haiti-liberte.com/archives/volume9-36/Clinton,%20Haiti,%20and%20WikiLeaks.asp) 

Part iii; a new look at the modern history of the United States  

U.S. President Bill Clinton had been working under a regional security framework of dual containment, which involved punishing 
Saddam Hussein's regime with military force whenever Iraq was challenging the United States or the international community. Although 
there was no Authorization for Use of Military Force as there was during Operation Desert Storm and Operation Iraqi Freedom or a 
Declaration of War as in WWII, on October 31, 1998 Clinton signed into law H.R. 4655, the Iraq Liberation Act.[4] The new Act appropriated 
funds for Iraqi opposition groups in the hope of removing Saddam Hussein from power and replacing his regime with a “democratic” 
government. Despite the act's intention being support of opposition groups, Clinton justified his order for US action under the Act. 



The Act “found” that between 1980 and 1998 Iraq had: 

1. committed various and significant violations of international law, 

2. had failed to comply with the obligations to which it had agreed following the Gulf War and 

3. further had ignored resolutions of the United Nations Security Council. 

The Act declared that it was the Policy of the United States to support "regime change." The Act was passed 360-38 in the U.S. House 
of Representatives[5] and by unanimous consent in the Senate.[6] US President Bill Clinton signed the bill into law on October 31, 1998. The 
law's stated purpose was: "to establish a program to support a transition to “democracy” in Iraq." Specifically, Congress made findings of 
past Iraqi military actions in violation of International Law and that Iraq had denied entry of United Nations Special Commission on Iraq 
(UNSCOM) “inspectors” into its country to inspect for weapons of mass destruction. Congress found: "It should be the policy of the United 
States to support efforts to remove the regime headed by Saddam Hussein from power in Iraq and to promote the emergence of a 
democratic government to replace that regime." On December 16, 1998, President Bill Clinton mandated Operation Desert Fox, a major four-
day bombing campaign on Iraqi targets.  

President Clinton stated in February 1998: 

Iraq admitted, among other things, an offensive biological warfare capability, notably, 5,000 gallons of botulinum, which causes botulism; 
2,000 gallons of anthrax; 25 biological-filled Scud warheads; and 157 aerial bombs. And I might say UNSCOM inspectors believe that Iraq 
has actually greatly understated its production.... 

Over the past few months, as [“weapons inspectors”] have come closer and closer to rooting out Iraq's remaining nuclear capacity, Saddam 
has undertaken yet another gambit to thwart their ambitions by imposing debilitating conditions on the inspectors and declaring key sites 
which have still not been inspected off limits.... 

It is obvious that there is an attempt here, based on the whole history of this operation since 1991, to protect whatever remains of his 
capacity to produce weapons of mass destruction, the missiles to deliver them, and the feed stocks necessary to produce them. The 
UNSCOM “inspectors” believe that Iraq still has stockpiles of chemical and biological munitions, a small force of Scud-type missiles, 
and the capacity to restart quickly its production program and build many, many more weapons.... 

Now, let's imagine the future. What if he fails to comply and we fail to act, or we take some ambiguous third route, which gives him yet more 
opportunities to develop this program of weapons of mass destruction and continue to press for the release of the sanctions and continue 
to ignore the solemn commitments that he made? Well, he will conclude that the international community has lost its will. He will then 
conclude that he can go right on and do more to rebuild an arsenal of devastating destruction. And some day, some way, I guarantee you 
he'll use the arsenal.... 

President Clinton ~ 1998[7] 

Just prior to Desert Fox, the U.S. nearly led a bombing campaign against Saddam called Operation Desert Thunder. It was 
abandoned at the last minute when the Iraqi leader [Saddamm Hussein] allowed the UN to continue weapons “inspections”.[5]   

Former U.S. Army intelligence analyst William Arkin contended in his Washington Post column January, 1999 that the operation 
had less to do with WMD and more to do with destabilizing the Iraqi government. It is clear from the target list, and from extensive 
communications with almost a dozen officers and analysts knowledgeable about Desert Fox planning, that the U.S.-British bombing 
campaign was more than a reflexive reaction to Saddam Hussein's refusal to cooperate with UNSCOM's inspectors. The official 
rationale for Desert Fox may remain the "degrading" of Iraq's ability to produce weapons of mass destruction and the "diminishing" of the 
Iraqi threat to its neighbours. But careful study of the target list tells another story. 

Eight months into Bush's first term as president, the September 11 terrorist attacks occurred. Bush responded with what became 
known as the Bush Doctrine: launching a "War on Terror", an international military campaign which included the war in Afghanistan, in 2001, 
and the Iraq War, in 2003.    

The September 11 attacks (also referred to as 9/11)[nb 1] were a series of four coordinated terrorist attacks by the Islamic terrorist 

group al-Qaeda, an opposition group founded in 1988 [28] by Osama bin Laden, Abdullah Azzam,[29] and several other Arab volunteers who 
fought against the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in the 1980s.[30][31][32] The attacks killed 2,996 people and injured over 6,000 others and 
caused at least $10 billion in property and infrastructure damage[2][3] and $3 trillion in total costs.[4] 

In 2003, a coalition led by the U.S. invaded Iraq to depose Saddam, in which U.S. President George W. Bush and British Prime 
Minister Tony Blair accused him of possessing weapons of mass destruction and having ties to al-Qaeda. Although al-Qaeda's leader, 
Osama bin Laden, initially denied any involvement, in 2004 he claimed responsibility for the attacks. Bin Laden was born to the family of 
billionaire Mohammed bin Awad bin Laden in Saudi Arabia. He studied at university in the country until 1979, when he joined Mujahideen 
forces in Pakistan fighting against the Soviet Union in Afghanistan. He helped to fund the Mujahideen by funneling arms, money and fighters 
from the Arab world into Afghanistan, and gained popularity among many Arabs. Osama bin Laden was killed in Abbottabad, Pakistan, on 
May 2, 2011, shortly after 1:00 am local time (4:00 pm eastern time)[note 1][213][214] by a United States special forces military unit. The raid on bin 
Laden's compound in Abbottabad was launched from Afghanistan.[218] After the raid, reports at the time stated that U.S. forces had taken bin 
Laden's body to Afghanistan for identification, then buried it at sea within 24 hours of his death.[219]   

Hillary Clinton claims responsibility for Osama Bin Laden’s capture and death as the secretary of state under the Obama administration. 

Muammar Mohammed Abu Minyar Gaddafi[6] commonly known as Colonel Gaddafi,[b] was a Libyan revolutionary, politician, and 
political theorist. He governed Libya as Revolutionary Chairman of the Libyan Arab Republic from 1969 to 1977 and then as the "Brotherly 
Leader" of the Great Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya from 1977 to 2011. In October 2010, Gaddafi apologized to African leaders 
on behalf of Arab nations for their involvement in the African slave trade.[257] He was a fan of Beethoven, and said his favorite novels were 
Uncle Tom's Cabin, Roots, and Colin Wilson's The Outsider.[328] He was also a football enthusiast.[328] Unlike Tunisia or Egypt, Libya was largely 
religiously homogenous and had no strong Islamist movement, but there was widespread dissatisfaction with the corruption and 
entrenched systems of patronage, while unemployment had reached around 30%.[260] \ 



Following the start of the Arab Spring in 2011, Gaddafi spoke out in favor of Tunisian President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali, then threatened by 
the Tunisian Revolution. Accusing the rebels of being "drugged" and linked to al-Qaeda, Gaddafi proclaimed that he would die a martyr 
rather than leave Libya.[261] As he announced that the rebels would be "hunted down street by street, house by house and wardrobe by 
wardrobe",[262] the army opened fire on protests in Benghazi, killing hundreds.[263] On 27 June, the ICC issued arrest warrants for Gaddafi, his 
son Saif al-Islam, and his brother-in-law Abdullah Senussi, head of state security, for charges concerning crimes against humanity.[274]  

Libyan officials rejected the ICC, claiming that it had "no legitimacy whatsoever" and highlighting that "all of its activities are 
directed at African leaders".[275]  

That month, Amnesty International published their findings, in which they asserted that many of the accusations of mass 
human rights abuses made against Gaddafist forces lacked credible evidence, and were instead fabrications of the rebel forces which had 
been readily adopted by the western media. In 2011, Misratan militia took Gaddafi prisoner, beating him, causing serious injuries; the 
events were filmed on a mobile phone. A video appears to picture Gaddafi being poked or stabbed in the rear end "with some kind of stick or 
knife"[286] or possibly a bayonet.[287] Hillary Clinton claimed responsibility for his murder as secretary of state. 

As the Russians gradually assumed control of Uranium One in three separate transactions from 2009 to 2013, Canadian records 
show, a flow of cash made its way to the Clinton Foundation. Uranium One’s chairman used his family foundation to make four donations 
totaling $2.35 million. Those contributions were not publicly disclosed by the Clintons, despite an agreement Mrs. Clinton had struck with 
the Obama White House to publicly identify all donors. Other people with ties to the company made donations as well. And shortly after 
the Russians announced their intention to acquire a majority stake in Uranium One, Mr. Clinton received $500,000 for a Moscow speech 
from a Russian investment bank with links to the Kremlin that was promoting Uranium One stock.  

In the past, Iraq had been supplied with chemical weapons and the technology to develop them by Germany, France, United 
States and the United Kingdom.[38] Saddam used these weapons against Iranian forces in the Iran–Iraq War, and against Kurdish civilians in 
the Iraqi town of Halabja. In 1990 during the Gulf War Saddam had the opportunity to use these weapons, but chose not to. One of the 
noted reasons is the Iraqi forces' lack of up to date equipment to protect themselves from the effects, as well as the speed with which the US 
forces traversed the open desert.[39] From 1991–1998 UNSCOM inspected Iraq and worked to locate and destroy WMD stockpiles. The team 
was replaced in 1999 with the United Nations Monitoring Verification and Inspection Commission, UNMOVIC. 

In 2002, Scott Ritter, a former UNSCOM weapons inspector, heavily criticized the Bush administration and the news media for 
relying on the testimony of alleged Iraqi nuclear scientist and defector Khidir Hamza as a rationale for invading Iraq. We seized the entire 
records of the Iraqi Nuclear program, especially the administrative records. We got a name of everybody, where they worked, what they did, 
and the top of the list, Saddam's "Bombmaker" [Which was the title of Hamza's book, and earned the nickname afterwards] was a man 
named Jafar Dhia Jafar, not Khidir Hamza, and if you go down the list of the senior administrative personnel you will not find Hamza's name 
in there. In fact, we didn't find his name at all, because in 1990 he didn't work for the Iraqi Nuclear Program. He had no knowledge of it 
because he worked as a kickback specialist for Hussein Kamelin the Presidential Palace. 

He goes into northern Iraq and meets up with Ahmad Chalabi. He walks in and says, I'm Saddam's "Bombmaker". So they call the 
CIA and they say, "we know who you are, you're not Saddam's "Bombmaker", go sell your story to someone else." And he was released, he 
was rejected by all intelligence services at the time, he's a fraud. And here we are, someone who the CIA knows is a fraud, the US 
Government knows is a fraud, is allowed to sit in front of the United States Senate Committee on Foreign Relations and give testimony 
as an expert witness. I got a problem with that, I got a problem with the American media, and I've told them over and over and over 

again that this man is a documentable fraud, a fake, and yet they allow him to go on CNN,MSNBC, CNBC, and testify as if 
he actually knows what he is talking about.[40] 

No militarily significant WMDs have been found in Iraq since the invasion, although several degraded chemical munitions dating 
to before 1991 have been. On June 21, 2006 a report was released through the United States Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, 
stating that since 2003, approximately 500 degraded chemical munitions have been discovered dating from before 1991 in Iraq, and "likely 
more will be recovered." [41] The weapons are filled "most likely" with Sarin and Mustard Gas.[42] However, the U.S. Department of 
Defense states that these weapons were not in usable condition, and that "these are not the WMDs this country and the rest of the world 
believed Iraq had, and not the WMDs for which this country went to war."[41] 

In January 2006, The New York Times reported that "A high-level intelligence assessment by the Bush administration concluded in 
early 2002 that the sale of uranium from Niger to Iraq was 'unlikely.'"[43] The Iraqi government denied the existence of any such facilities or 
capabilities and called the reports lies and fabrications, which was backed by the post-war prima facie case that no WMDs were evident or 
found. 

Former CIA officials have stated that the White House knew before the invasion that Iraq had no weapons of mass 
destruction, but had decided to attack Iraq and continue to use the WMD story as a false pretext for launching the war.[44] The 
leaked Downing Street Memo, an internal summary of a meeting between British defense and intelligence officials, states that Bush 
Administration had decided to attack Iraq and to "fix intelligence" to support the WMD pretext to justify it. A transcript of a secret 
conversation between President Bush and PM Blair leaked by a government whistleblower reveals that the US and UK were prepared to 
invade Iraq even if no WMD were found.[45] British officials in the memo also discuss a proposal by President Bush to provoke Iraq, 
including using fake UN planes, to manufacture a pretext for the invasion he had already decided on.[45] Best evidence of that false 
intelligence has been Niger uranium story because on March 14, 2003 (before the invasion) it became public knowledge that 
president Tandja Mamadou's signatory had been forged.[46] And some day, some way, I guarantee you he'll use the arsenal.... President 
Clinton ~ 1998[7]  

The Daily Mail published an article entitled, “Newly released email shows top aide Huma Abedin warned colleagues Hillary was 
'often confused' and needed hand-holding about calls with foreign leaders” which states, “Hillary Clinton needed hand-holding with her 
daily schedule and was 'often confused' while she was secretary of state, her former top aide and 'body woman' Huma Adebin wrote a 
colleague in a January 2013 email. The message, to coworker Monica Hanley, followed a back-and-forth about Clinton's schedule of calls 
with foreign leaders, including an 8:00 a.m. appointment to speak with Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh. 'Have you been going over 
calls with her for tomorrow? So she knows singh [sic] ls at 8?' Abedin asked Hanley just before 5:00 p.m. on a Saturday. 
'She was in bed for a nap by the time I heard that she had an 8am call,' Hanley replied three minutes later. 'Will go over with her.’ 'Very 
imp[ortant] to do that. She's often confused,' Abedin told her. 

It wasn't the first time Hanley had to keep up with Clinton's weekend sleeping schedule. In an email released by the State 
Department in May, she tried to reach the then-secretary of state four days after the  
deadly terror attacks in Benghazi, Libya. Clinton missed a meeting at the White House for President Obama's daily national security 
briefing because she overslept.   



Hanley emailed Clinton at 9:17 that morning to let her know that White House Senior Adviser Dan Pfeiffer' had 'some sensitive 

items that he would like to personally show you when he arrives.' Clinton didn't reply until 10:43, nearly an hour and a half later. 
'[J]ust woke up,' she told Hanley, 'so i [sic] missed Dan. Could he come back after [I] finish my calls?'  
(http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3320900/Newly-released-email-shows-aide-Huma-Abedin-warned-colleagues-Hillary-confused-
needed-hand-holding-calls-foreign-leaders.html) 

Tapes reveal many times Clinton had a public seizure, or blank mental state. (https://youtu.be/Z9ww1JbcOtE?t=85)  
On September 11, 2016 Hillary Clinton, like the World Trade Center, collapsed in public in Manhattan. (https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=VdfE8ulSUhc). Enlarging the video where Hillary Clinton collapses reveals metallic objects falling out of her pants as she falls, and 
as her aides quickly support her with their feet and throw her into the van like a sack of beef, as if it is a known and ongoing problem.  
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uW7w2QfHOU). Tapes reveal Clinton has public coughing fits, and has them so often that they are the 
predominant result when simply searching, “Coughing fits” on Youtube.  
(https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=coughing+fits). Slowing the video reveals a green object falling out of her mouth when as 
she drinks her glass of water, explicable only by reason of a known and ongoing problem, whether it is a medication or biological expulsion.  
(https://youtu.be/2GvmKwSC_x0?t=250).  

News outlets have also reported throughout her campaign that she has taken numerous days off her campaign to rest. (https://
www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=intent&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8#q=clinton+days+off+campaign+trail) 

On July 5th 2016, FBI director James Comey found that despite Hillary Clinton’s obvious obstruction of justice and breaking of the 
law, that she could not possibly have had intent. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kB_7AocZ-2I). Intent requires free will. And no 
transcripts of a conversation were documented during her entire interrogation process.   

Hillary Clinton held no press conference, to speak to the press, during her entire presidential campaign. [https://www.google.com/
search?client=safari&rls=en&q=intent&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8#q=clinton+no+press+conference] 

Despite Hillary Clinton calling Donald Trump a threat to democracy as reported by the Daily Mail (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/
article-3861002/He-threatening-democracy-Clinton-says-Trump.html), she will not respond this alleged dangerous opponent in the final 

stretch of the campaign, as reported by Politico http://www.politico.com/story/2016/10/hillary-clinton-donald-trump-non-response-230195 
even as Donald Trump leads her in some national polls, http://www.investors.com/politics/trump-ibdtipp-poll/ . Meanwhile every poll 
associated with her campaign donors show her in the lead despite having no sampling information. http://www.realclearpolitics.com/
epolls/2016/president/us/general_election_trump_vs_clinton_vs_johnson_vs_stein-5952.html.  

Trump being ahead by two points in the IDB/TIPP poll and Clinton being nine points ahead in Bloomburg’s poll reveals a 
discrepancy in the methodology of the polls and only the IDB/TIPP gives sampling information, and when Clinton associated pollers reveal 
any sampling information it is always favoring democrats to make the polls seem more in her favor. 

IDB/TIPP poll http://www.investors.com/politics/ibd-tipp-presidential-election-poll/ 
Bloomburg poll http://www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2016-10-19/national-poll 

The IDB/TIPP poll which shows Trump ahead by two points nationally and shows the neutral sampling, the piece of 
information which makes any poll at all informative, or useful in any way, it states: “Results based on survey of 783 likely voters conducted 
from 10/17 - 10/22. Margin of error: +/- 3.6 percentage points. Party identification breakdown: (Unweighted) 254 Democrats/254 
Republicans/259 Independents; (Weighted) 282/226/259. IBD's polling partner TechnoMetrica uses "traditional" telephone methodology 
using live interviewers for data collection for its public opinion surveys. Roughly 65% of interviews come from a cell phone sample and 35% 
from a Random Digit Dial (RDD) land line sample.”  

The Bloomberg poll has no information concerning the sampling, which renders the results meaningless, and is fraud, and 
should be considered fabricated. The website instead plays a video speculating on the election yet has no sampling information on how the 
polls were conducted. Wikileaks has shown that the Clinton campaign is aware of the oversampling of polls to mislead the public on the 
ongoing US presidential election. (https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/26551#efmANYARq)  
Clinton’s illegal email server hosted her emails on a site named clintonemail.com, and as James Comey asserts, there was no criminal intent 
in her actions, because no criminal would ever frame themselves in such an obvious way. In fact, it suggests someone is framing Hillary 
Clinton. Hillary Clinton’s coughing fits more than suggest foreign substances in her throat which produce the cough- the mechanism by which 
the body expels foreign substances. Hillary Clinton’s collapse on September 11, 2016, and her aides quick handling of her body, more than 
suggest a conspiracy to cover up the fact that she is unable to move on her own at least occasionally, if not at all times, without some kind of 

manipulation, something of which reporters would also be fully aware. Hillary Clinton is physically exhausted on numerous occasions. Hillary 
Clinton oversleeps and misses White House security briefings. Hillary Clinton either has a speaking handicap or a reluctance to speak for 
some unknown reason, as shown by 1. Numerous coughing fits whenever she does, 2. The unwillingness to hold press conferences for her 
entire presidential campaign. The US cable news networks are complicit in promoting Hillary Clinton has the less racist candidate while 
hiding her years of racially motivated rhetoric as an elected official such as her “Super Predators” remarks https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Oja7kVKfqac and her intentional destruction and sabotage of black Haiti which has no news coverage. https://www.youtube.com/results?
search_query=clinton+haiti The very same US cable news networks, fully aware that Hillary Clinton has been racist for decades, also 
suppress Donald Trump’s years of helping black people such as when Jessie Jackson praised him for helping African American communities 
in 1992. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GxBub9K17Pw&feature=youtu.be Or how about when Donald Trump was given the Ellis Island 
Award in 1989 for contributing to the conditions of inner city black youths, seen standing here standing alongside Mohammed Ali and 
Rosa Parks. http://imgur.com/DVsT7Pg  

Hillary Clinton, her campaign, including John Podesta and Donna Brazile, the DNC, the major US cable news outlets, the state 
department, and the FBI, and perhaps other shadow operations and foreign operatives, in order to sabotage a US presidential election, like 
the one sabotaged in Haiti by Hillary Clinton, Cheryl Mills, and Huma Abedin, all express fraudulent information of numerous natures, 



including polling  and on the nature of the beliefs of the opposing candidate Mr. Donald Trump. It should not be forgotten that an email thread 
concerning Haiti’s elections has Cheryl Mills providing the unacceptable Haitian CEP results to Hillary. And the results soon changed.  

Also not to be forgotten is Cheryl Mills implicating Hillary Clinton herself, in private, for the crime of the conspiracy to rig 
election of Haiti in favor of US interests and to the detriment of the republic of Haiti and the will of its citizens. In an article entitled 
“Clinton, Haiti, and Wikileaks” authored by Kim Ives states,  

 “…One of the many declassified emails off Hillary Clinton’s private server is particularly revealing. “You do great 
elections,” Cheryl Mills, Hillary’s chief of staff wrote to U.S. Embassy officials on the night of the Mar. 20, 2011 run-off which 
brought Martelly to power…” 

“…Saying she [Hillary Clinton] would soon take them to dinner, Mills quipped: “We can discuss how the counting is 
going! Just kidding. Kinda. :) ”  

To close, I want to make a few more personal remarks as well, as her actions have personally touched me, since I myself was 
born on the island of Hispaniola of which Haiti is a part, so I, too, may have easily been one of the thousands of my fellow islanders she 
killed, and perhaps she will now as she has no other options left at her disposal. Let us breathe for a moment, as Americans, and as people 
on this beautiful planet we called Earth, with so many mysteries still to discover, and wonderful places both here and in space left to explore, 
and let us reflect on just how insidious and revolting the nature of Hillary Clinton, and her handlers, was in their intentional destruction of our 
beautiful and neglected Haiti.    

 Haiti was raped by Hillary Clinton. It was a rape – of resources, of power, of sovereignty, and of black people in general. Ask a 
Haitian, not a US mouth piece paid by Clinton. Ask Haiti herself who raped her. Not only that, but Haiti was, and is, the most vulnerable 
country in the Western hemisphere. That is who she decided to rape – the most vulnerable country, where she knew, in her dark heart, she 
would cause the most and most lasting damage. And at the time of the rape of Haiti, by Hillary Clinton, Haiti was at its lowest possible point. 
The UN spread cholera. An earthquake destroyed the capital. Its mineral wealth was being taken by Hillary Clinton’s own brother. A rapist, 
such as her, who rapes the most vulnerable victim in their most desperate time of need, is not an ordinary rapist.  

No, Hillary Clinton is no ordinary rapist.  
What Hillary Clinton did was convince black Haiti in her most desperate and critical time, while pretending to be her warm and 

caring mother, that she was the hope they so desperately needed, and then so treacherously, so monstrously, stabbed Haiti in the back and 
left her to be eaten by dogs- an act of such evil viciousness it is historical – just as much as Julius Caesar’s assassination or any other 
betrayal. It was the worst, and will be the most memorable, betrayal in our modern times. 

 Imagine this. Imagine Hillary Clinton opened a day care center named Stronger Together for poor Haitian children in Haiti. And 
when the day came that the daycare center was full of those smiling and hopeful, beautiful black children, she opens a closet and lets her 
husband rape them. And then she steals all the food from the fridge, and then the fridge! That is what Hillary Clinton did to Haiti. That is the 
legacy she chose. No, friends, instead imagine this. Imagine Hillary Clinton heard an orphan was struck by a car and was in critical condition 
in a hospital bed. Imagine she, knowing her fame and reputation would allow it, requested a private visit to see the girl. And imagine she took 
her husband and closed the door and allow him to rape that child and then rip the I.V. drip from her veins. That is what Hillary Clinton did to 
Haiti. That is Hillary Clinton’s legacy both there and around the world, such as her illegal coup in Honduras https://www.google.com/
search?client=safari&rls=en&q=hillary+clinton+hondarus&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8#q=hillary+clinton+honduras. which, if you haven't heard, 
Honduran environmental activist Berta Careers blamed, along with Hillary Clinton herself, for her assassination on March 3, 2016. https://
www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=hillary+clinton+hondarus&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8#q=berta+caceres 

“We came, we saw, he  died – hahaha! – Hillary Clinton – actual quote.  

In summary of this investigation, Hillary Clinton’s electoral sabotage and crimes against humanity against Haiti is well documented 
fact. These findings are my own reasonable conclusion. I have no special interests, donors, or agenda, nor am I affiliated with any 
organization whatsoever. I wish everybody well this election year. In my view, Hillary Clinton will attempt to sabotage the US presidential 
election in every way she can including using George Soros’ “black box” voting machines and will claim the results are valid based on an 
false argument from authority and trust which is beyond unwarranted. Moreover, she may attempt to pretend to call for an “independent” 
validation of the result, from some other foreign authority, like she did in Haiti, but this is simply how she plans to rig the US presidential 
election as well. Everything she does or says is just another lie. 

Now simply ponder a question somehow still not asked, namely, is the Israeli West Bank barrier or wall that Israel considers 
a security barrier against terrorism as racist as Palestinians say or not? [1][2][3]  

I happily endorse Donald J. Trump for president. 

R. A. FERRER 


